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One Writer’s Journey by Anna
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ETWG will hold their first meeting of 2022 on Monday,
January 10, 6:30 p.m., Chamber of Commerce, Genecov
Room, Broadway and E. Line Street, Tyler. Meetings
will be held in person and through Zoom.
Lisa

Setting Writing Goals by Lydia
Holley; Quote of the Month
Author Announcements and
Achievements; Dates to Celebrate in
January
Love Long and True, a poem by
Anna Russell
WASPs Don’t Always Sting, Con’d.;
Did you Know?
Where to Start? by Lydia Holley

10 TNC Newsletter and ETWG
Information

Holcomb

Lisa Holcomb, newly elected President, will share her
vision for ETWG. She will talk about the challenges facing
our organization as we move past the Covid years. She’ll
share some ideas and the changes she proposes for 2022.
She also asks that you bring your own ideas to share with
the group.
Please read her letter in the President’s Corner on Page 2 of
this newsletter. Then, come hear what she has planned for
the year ahead. It’s sure to bring some excitement and
motivation to your writing.

Happy New Year!
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President’s Corner
Dear ETWG Members,
Hello, I’d like to introduce myself to you as the new President of East Texas Writers Guild. I’m Lisa Holcomb.
I’ve lived in Tyler for 19 years with my engineer husband and three children. These days, I mostly write YA
fantasy, but have also written articles for health advocacy, church and PTA newsletters, and advocacy in the
adoption communities. So, while I’ve always been a writer, I started looking into making it a profession two
years ago.
I am very excited to be leading such an important professional association. I’ve been working as a volunteer
with ETWG for three years, first as a helper to the webmaster, then as Membership Chair, and last year as
Secretary of the Board of Directors. I was just elected in December, so I am still getting settled and learning
about the current status of ongoing projects but I wanted to share my thoughts about the future of the
ETWG.
As incoming President, my goal is to “Build Up ETWG.” The last couple of years have been quiet ones, with
Covid restricting our abilities to meet. I know that the Covid numbers are not receding, but I don’t want to
let that get us down and box us into a corner. I want us to find new ways to build opportunities for ourselves
and others, build membership and relationships between members, and build awareness of our
organization. We have long been a strong, active, engaging and fun guild of writers. Let’s get back to it!
As I see it, ETWG has two main goals: supporting professional development (lifetime learning) and providing
publishing and networking opportunities for our local area writers.
Currently, we bring in excellent speakers each month to keep our members and guests informed. We
conduct an annual conference with the intention to help our members succeed. We have an annual
Anniversary luncheon, and we have an informal Nutz & Boltz meeting monthly as well. I’d like us all to
brainstorm new ways to reach out to our writing community in East Texas. There are so many writers in our
area that we are not reaching. Let’s figure out a way to find them and lure them in! For our first meeting of
the year, bring your ideas and we’ll build a plan to make a difference in the lives of our local area writers.
You are an amazing group of writers. Thank you for contributing your time and talent to our organization.
Thank you for allowing me to serve alongside you. I truly look forward to working together this year.
Best wishes for a very healthy and prosperous new year and I look forward to seeing you at the meeting on
January 10th.
Warm Regards,

Lisa Holcomb
ETWG President 2022
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WASPs Don’t Always Sting
Part 2: The Early Days
By Patricia La Vigne

(U.S. Air Force Photo)

Editor’s Note: This story is a continuation from Part 1 published in TNC’s December 2021 issue.

Our yearning to fly the big ones remained just that. We had to go through the rigorous training. The job
would be tough, so we had to measure up to doing what was demanded. Up at six o’clock, breakfast
leading into a morning of hands-on learning about every aspect of flying we had to know, afternoon
classroom sessions, dinner at seven followed by time for study and homework, and lights out at ten. We
lived and breathed airplanes.
Our actual flight training took place in the smallest planes. Barely room in them to breathe. These were
the trainers. But the thrill of hearing the engines turn over and to watch the propellers spin almost took
my breath away. And this was just the beginning!
This excitement made the fact that we were not really considered Army personnel bearable, although we
were required to follow the same rules that the soldiers were held to. There were no benefits (insurance,
pension, military honors, burial in a military cemetery) afforded to the women. Our job was only to ferry
planes from certain bases to other bases throughout the United States—a job that used to belong to the
men. But the soldiers were needed overseas to fight.
In 1940, Nancy Love had the same dream as Jackie Cochran—to assist the army by allowing women
pilots to fly planes to locations where needed. Nancy sought to obtain permission from the Army to
organize qualified volunteers from all over the United States into pilots who could bear some of the
burden of the war. In 1942 her dream became a reality, the same year as Jackie Cochran finally received
the authority to found her own group.
A pilot in her own right, Nancy was successful in finding women who would fly (or “ferry”) planes. She
formed her women volunteers into the Women’s Auxiliary Ferrying Squadron (WAFS). Their sole
mission was the successful transporting of planes from base to base as the Army needed.
(Story continued on Page 8)
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One Writer’s Journey
By Anna Russell

Anna Russell telling a story at 50th Wedding Anniversary party.

In October 2021, Jerry Jenkins sent out emails announcing Colorado Christian University’s
online Bachelor Degree of Creative Writing program of which he is to chair. Without
hesitation I, 81 years old, enrolled. Spontaneous, yes. Logical, no.
Why would I choose this path at my age? My ancestors lived well beyond 90 so I calculated
I could write/submit for another 20 years. My mantra is the title of James N. Watkins book,
Communicate to Change Lives, In Person and Print.
In the last 50 years I accumulated an abundance of knowledge about the craft of writing.
Like most of ETWG members, I am beyond “beginner.” So, what’s the problem?
Always the bottom line is money. No, I’m not soliciting. Rather I’m reporting. The cost of
enrollment at UT Tyler is the same as at Colorado Christian University. Both are expensive!
So, I spend more time than I want searching for scholarships and grants. Most scholarships
are directed to young people. While I’m not opposed to young people having their education
partially paid for, I too need help in paying for mine.
An aside, Jerry Jenkins offered a Short Story Contest for CCU students. One requirement
was a faith crisis. A Line in the Sand, is about Betty who is five months pregnant and told by
her OB/GYN she must terminate immediately because of Patau Syndrome. Who will Dan
choose: his wife or the baby? Will their pro-life stand be shattered?
My story placed in the top five, yet every other line has red corrections! Nikki Brown
encouraged me by saying, “Not many people get that kind of response.” Another opportunity
for me to learn.
Here is my latest long-term project culminating. Our youngest child requested I put all of my
stories and articles into a book. When I submit this, I will return to the computer and print
the third copy of Lives Lived on Paper.
Thank you for reading my rambling.
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Setting Writing Goals
by Lydia Holley
It’s January! Do you have a clear writing goal? One of the easiest goals is a daily word count. Even if
you have to start low, just start. Then increase the number of words as you wish. The beauty of this
goal is that it can grow as large as you want it to.
Is a daily word count too ambitious for you? Try a weekly word count. If that doesn’t work for you,
either, how about a time goal? Just try to make certain you don’t take up all your time surfing the web
or daydreaming.
There are many other goals you can have besides a daily word or time goal. How about focusing on
characterization, setting, outlining, or another aspect of writing which will propel you forward? Take a
class, attend a seminar, or read a book to help you with the things you want to improve.

Another goal might be publication. Send in your work to magazines, agents, or publishers, depending
on what you write. Make it a game so you don’t get discouraged. Try to outdo Dick Wimmer.
According to Emily Temple at LitHub*, his book, Irish Wine, was rejected 162 times. That’s not all, its
sequel, Boyne’s Lassie, was rejected 83 times. After being rejected almost 100 times, Lisa Genova
self-published her book, Still Alice. Of course, that was before it was made into a movie.
Perhaps you’re in the in-between. Writing, but not quite ready to be published. How about making a
goal to join a critique group? These can help point out your weaknesses while encouraging you to
improve. Many critique groups form a tight bond and the participants remain friends for years.
No matter where you are on your writing journey, whether you make a yearly goal or four quarterly
ones, there’s always room for improvement or a step forward. Set a goal and let 2022 be your best
writing year ever!
*https://lithub.com/the-most-rejected-books-of-all-time

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Quote of The Month:

“The mind has plenty of ways of preventing you from writing, and paralyzing self-consciousness is
a good one. The only thing to do is ignore it, and remember what Vincent van Gogh said in one of
his letters about the painter's fear of the blank canvas—the canvas, he said, is far more afraid of
the painter.”
— Philip Pullman, Daemon Voices: On Stories and Storytelling
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Author Announcements &
Achievements

W.D. Edmiston’s short story, Past the Butterflies, won Fourth Honorable
Mention in the Third Annual La Viness Short Story Contest. According to the
judges, among “serious competition,” they added this honor because “It was
clear this story earned an award.” Congratulations!

Dates to Celebrate in JANUARY:
1st

Copyright Law Day
(International Observance)

nd

2
5th
18th
23rd
26th

January is National Braille Literacy Month

National Science Fiction Day
National Screenwriters Day
National Thesaurus Day
National Handwriting Day
Library Shelfie Day*

*How to celebrate Library Shelfie Day:
Take a selfie in front of a library shelf
and post with the hashtag
#LibraryShelfieDay.
Sources: https://nationaldaycalendar.com/;
https://buildbookbuzzz.com/2022-literary-calendar
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Love Long and True
By Anna Russell
What makes love long and true?
Words like, “What can I do for you?”
What makes a conversation interesting?
When I put my lips to resting.
What does a mate need most?
A smile, a hug, a kiss and a toast
To a job well done, to a faith walked out
To knowing He is always about.
What makes a marriage good?
Certainly not, “If only you would…”
What about money?
“Never enough, honey,
But our love shines through
all the rough and lack of stuff.”
What makes a marriage good?
“I’ll always be here,
To savor each step without worry,
Hand in hand on our journey.”
What about the aspect of time?
It’s best to put aside what is “mine”
And include the Devine.
What makes our marriage strong?
“No matter what, I’ll tag along.
Because it’s you, me,
And the Lord God Almighty.”
Anna L. Russell 5-7-21
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WASPs Don’t Always Sting… Cont’d from Page 3
Jackie Cochran envisioned forming her recruits into a new segment of the Army, learning everything
there was to know about planes and the mechanics behind their performance. Of the nearly nineteen
hundred women who applied, close to one thousand women completed Jackie’s demanding
requirements, the first of which was that no woman would be considered unless she was already a
licensed pilot. This was to our advantage because it meant that we could graduate sooner and get on
with the business of why we were there.
Although first based in Houston, Texas, Jackie eventually asked for and received the “go-ahead” to
move her training grounds to Avenger Field at Texas Women’s University in Sweetwater, Texas. By
then, Nancy Love’s WAFS and Jackie’s WFTD (Women’s Flying Training Detachment) merged to
become the world-famous WASPs (Women’s Air Service Pilots). Their mascot? A cartoon rendition
of a Wasp named Fifi.

(Photo from National Archives)

From 1943 until December 20, 1944, the WASPs served the Army’s needs for transporting planes,
training new pilots, and participating in “war games” as preparation for men facing the real dangers
overseas. Actual flight instruction took place every weekday with weekends free for relaxing, and
going into town. Sweetwater at that time was still mostly desert with very little to offer in the line of
entertainment. Everyone learned to relax just being together and getting to know each other better.
(Next month: Part 3: Action In The Air)
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Where to Start?
By Lydia Holley

When contemplating a story, where do you begin? For every author, the answer might be different.
But in general, you probably either start at the beginning, the middle, or the end. Here’s how and
why:
Stephen King (author of Carrie, The Stand, The Green Mile, and others) starts from the beginning
and changes his story as the characters develop. This is perfect for pantsters who like to just sit
down and write. But be prepared to have your characters lead you into a maze you’ll have to come
out of in order to go forward. On page 203 of King’s book, On Writing, he talks about getting stuck
and how he figured out where to go from there.
James Scott Bell (author of the Mike Romeo thriller series, the Ty Buchanan legal thriller series,
Final Witness, and others) starts in the middle, with the character’s moment of change and the
catalyst that caused it. The character is then written at the first of the book unchanged, then the
last half of the book as changed (though struggling to keep the change permanent). He’s even
written a book about this technique: Write Your Novel From the Middle. This works better for
plotters instead of pantsters because you’ll have to know enough about your characters and your
story to make the middle change make sense. As you write, if your characters start to change in
unpredictable ways, you’ll have to determine whether these changes make sense or if your middle
needs to be changed, too.
John Irving (author of The World According to Garp, The Cider House Rules, In One Person, and
others) begins at the end. To start at the end, figure out what you want the ending to be and write
toward it. Why begin at the end? Because you will know what changes you want your characters
to go through by the last page of the book. Then, you can write toward that end, going through the
trials and tribulations needed to get there. Sometimes, however, if you start at the end, it’s not so
easy to figure out where to begin your story, what should go in the middle, or how to make
changes come early enough for the reader to believe they’re permanent.

“

… None of them

are wrong, although
there will probably be
one technique which
works best for you.
As noted, every writer will be different, and there’s not one perfect place to start. At some point, all
three places—the beginning, the middle, and the end—will need to be reviewed since all three
places are crucial to a story.
Have you ever considered starting somewhere different in your writing process? None of them are
wrong, although there will probably be one technique which works best for you. Just remember,
whether you start in the beginning, the middle, or the end, the main thing is to get started.
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2022 ETWG Officers
Founder—“K” Sellers
President—Lisa Holcomb
Vice President—Woody Edmiston
Secretary—Patricia La Vigne
Treasurer—Janice Conlee & Marilyn Grounds

TNC Submission Guidelines and
Deadlines

Historian—Aaron Plan
TNC Editor—Lydia Holley
Publicity—Lynn Pinkerton

All submitted data must be received by the 30th of
the month prior to the month in which art/ad/etc.
will appear.

Website—Nikki Brown & Lisa Holcomb

Length —up to 500 words (ask if more)

Technical—-Mike Wigington & Roger Middleton

Format—single space, no indent

Conference Committee Head—April Coker

Fonts—12 pt. Times New Roman

Membership—Johnathan Vega

Photos—jpeg with caption instructions
Send to:
LydiaHolley@aol.com

East Texas Writers’ Guild
P.O. Box 10074
Tyler, TX 75711
E-mail:
etwgmembers@hotmail.com
Website:
www.etwritersguild.org

